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1. Solve the general solution of differential equations: 	 (*M*20~) 

(I) dy=2x (5~)
dx 

(2) XSin(y): =cos(y) . (5 fr) 
d n -

Dn(3) [(x-I/ D3 +(x_I)2 D2-4(x-I)D]y=3(x-I)2 [Note: y =y(n) =dx y] (10 )})n 

2. Find the Laplace transfoffil of the function:! (t) = te-31 sin (2t) . (*M 10 )}) 

3. Find the inverse Laplace transfonn of the function: F(s) = 2 In [ ~:: :;] . (*-!I! 10 M 

4. Find the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the matrix A and A-I (inverse ofmatrix A ), 

where A=(-2I 4OJ . 	 (*M 1O~) 

5. 	Find the Fourier half cosine and Fourier half sine expansions (Le. Fourier cosine series and 
Fourier sine series) of lex) for 

1, Osx< 1 

I(x) = 0, Isxs3 (.$..M 15~)
[ 
-1, 3 < xs 5 

6. Find the Fourier integral for the function 

-1, -7Z"sx<o 

I (x) = 1, 0 < x S 7Z" (*M 1O~)
[ 

0, Ixl> 7Z" 

7. Find values of a, .b, c and d such that the following system of linear equations has 

(i) exactly one solution, (ii) .no solution and (iii) an infmite number of solutions. (*M 15 ~) 

x+ y =2 

- y+ z=2 

x - z=d 

ax+by+cz=O 

8. Find all values of t for which the set S is linear independent. 

(*M 1O?)-J"" 

S =[l~J lJ l~J) 
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1. 	 -ts\:.1t$ r 711$ ~ 


a.(5%) (110.01)2 + (10.1)2 = (?)2 


b.(5%) (0.101100110011001100"')2 =(?)1O 


2. 	 ~1t$r7IJJf.~ 
a. (5%) (101010111100.1)2 = (?)16 

b. (5%) (101010111100.1)2 =(?)8 

3. 	 (5%)1liJ1)lJ~A~~ fo.Jt.(Embedded System)? 

4. 	 (a)(5%)-tttt~ Linux 11: 'l" ~ #tfA~i~$t~fkti&ifl£. ? 

(b)(5%)tttt a)H!JfJ Linux 11: 'l" ~ jJt.$t1!JfJ tl-tk Windows 11:1f- ~ #tfA~.3:..t-+ ~:t..bt ? 

5. 	 ~;f'l JfJ itt#;fEl ~i!- ,;R..::..11i1 iE:ttit fA~.:k0- ffi1 it : 

00 ~~.~~.$fA~ifl£..~.Jf.i!-? 
(b) 	 (10%)M<tJ:.:il&itit~. ~j1!$i!-~Sc.~ C t~1;~~ ? 

, 
~ .'" 

6. 	 (l0%)4-tkft~~ 'f' r if*43t! ~ J (Data Type)k ifff4~:l .t-fA.I/I±:t..-',; ·1t#tJ%: ifff4fA 

~4*.~$t2••~JfJSt°-tt~.1.4C.1;.~'f'~~ %~r.#3t!~J? 

7. 	 4P#.1~it(Boolean Algebra}~itaJJ ~ : 
(a) 	(5%)1t~aJJ (X +Y)(X + Z) = XY + XZ ? 

(b) (5%).~aJJ (A + B) + (A + B) = A ? 

8. 	 1f,*1t.(Pipeline);Ji4,ltr~ fA llbtl.! ~.:k 'i%:tt!?i,li~t~J..' -it ,~~ ~fA ~~:¥JtAtatj-M ' -lta!i]- FIT * : 

(a) 	(5%)~*1Ii1~ij~~t:t})$tJ~ N 100 stage JLJ.tJfJl.!~1t.fAT~1t.;Ji~ltratj-, -tt*"a~btl.!~:¥Jr. 

:ft-.i!' ~ij ~fA~~:fJt.:ftatj- fajM<t~~~ *"*-t*JfJ T ,t.it1t.;Ji1ltrfA~~:fJt.:fta1f MfA lIN ? 

(b) (5%HEl.t%~ii#~ij ~~(CISC)3t!btl.! ~ , ~1liJ*k f,,~ ~ij ~~(RISC)3t!btJ.! ~ 1;t..t%S $, ;fIJ 
JfJ 1f~1t.;Ji.f,ltr *"1t.U.ltft-:fJt.:fttt JJ6 $t1tt:flt1!1t. ? 

I IF I 10 "EX IMEMI 

WB 

MEMI WB 

EX IMEMI WB 

li , rF 
 10 EX 
t IF 10 

IF 

10 I EX IMEMI WB 
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9. 	 (l0%)1¥.H.tf(1) = f(2) =2 Jl fen) = fen -1) + fen - 2), where n 21 

tt1tJfl C ;f.l~'*"t1.t1;t-1OO~l@;f.l~(recursive program)*-'tt~f fen) ? 

10. 	 1f-fI: 'l" ! #t;ft,~ (Kernel) 0/ ' ~ ..I.;jJ~;f.l ~ (Scheduler)~ te.·1t ft .g;. g(Memory Management) 

k lit I -I- €f.J .::..100 ;ft ,~~~ fur : 

OO~~.M§..I.••B€f.J~-I-~~~M? 

(b) (5%). P,,' tc.·ltft.g;.g €f.J 1)- l" (paging)~*'l a~ ~-I-~ ~6~1iif ? 

~ ,~ , .. 

\ .. 

mailto:f.l~'*"t1.t1;t-1OO~l@;f.l~(recursive
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1. (20%) Determine. the currents through the various branches of the electrical 
network in the figure using the Gauss~Jordan elimination operation. 

II 

I~ 
12 volle; 

1 ohm S 
11

I:JV\ . 

2ohtILe; 16 volle; 

13 
II 'V\ 

2 ohms 

2. 	 (15%) The following stochastic matrix P gives the probabilities for a certain re
gion of college- and noncollege-educated households having at least one college
educated. c4ild. By college-educated we understand that at lea..qt ol!e parent 
is college.educated, while by noncollege-educated we mean that neither parent 
is college-educated. If there are currently 300,000 college-educated households 
and 750,000 noncollege-educated households, what is the predicted distribution 
for two generation hence? 

household 

college edu\d nTco~ege educated 

0.25] college educated p =[0.9 	 child 
0.1 0.75 noncollege educated 

3. (15%) Let the set {Vb V2, V3} be linearly independent in R3. Let c be a nonzero 
scalar. Prove that the set {Vl, VI + CV2, va} are also linearly independent. 

1 


,
'. 
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4. (9%) Explain the definitions for these terms; (a) a priori, (b) a posteriori, 	(c) the 

sample space of the experiment. 

5. 	(16%) We may model the arrival of tele~hone calls with a Poisson probability 

density function. Suppose that the average rate of calls is 10 per minute. What is 

the probability that less than three calls will be received in the first six seconds? in 

the first six minutes? 

6. (10%) Suppose two random variables are related such that Y=aX2 
• Assum~ that 

Pv (y) is even about the origin. Show that P'XY = 0 . 

7. 	(15%) A Gaussian random variable with zero mean (p = 0) and variance (}'2 is 

applied to a 'device that has only two possible outputs, zero or one/The 'output 

zero occurs when the input is negative, and the output one occurs whfm ilie"input 

is zero or positive. What is the output probability density function? Rework the 
problem when p = 0.5 and ()' =1 . 

4 

-.----
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1. (20%) 


In Fig. 1, switch S 1 is closed at t=0. Switch S2 is opened at t=4ms. Obtain i for t>0. 


S2 

loOV( +" 

Fig. 1 

2. (20%) 


rn'the circuit of Fig. 2 find Vc (th~ voltage at node C), i}, Rin (the input resistance seen by the 9V 


source), V2, and i2. 


50 

Vj=9V !h + 
100> V2 

Fig. 2 

3. (10%) 

Obtain the complete power triangle for the circuit shown in Fig. 3, ifthe total reactive power is 

2500 var (inductive). Find the branch powers P1and P2. 

0) CD 
I i 

120 

j60 

Fig. 3 
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4 Synchronous Generator 

A 60 Hz, 14-pole, Y-connected, three-phase synchronous generator is rated at 250 MY A, 25.0 

kV, power factor 0.9 lagging. The reactances Xd and Xq of this salient-pole synchronous 

generator are 0.830 and 0.570 respectively. The armature resistance and all rotational losses 

can be neglected. 

4.1 	(7%) Please sketch the phasor diagratTI: for the internal generated voltage EA , th~ armature 

current lA, the terminal voltage fit, the d-axis current ld, the q-axis current lq, and the 

power angle o. 
4.2 (7%) What is the internal generated voltage under this rated conditions? 

4.3 (6%) What is the power angle J so that the generator can supply maximal power? And what 

is the maximal power? 

5 	 Unsymmetrical Faults: Line-To-Line Fault 
A three-phase generator with a fault through an impedance Zjbetween phases B and C as shown 
in Fig. 5. Assume that the generator is on no-load. 

5.1 (8%) Please use the symmetrical components analysis to find the fault current in term of 

zero-, posItive-, and negative-sequence impedance (Zo, Z+, Z) and Zf 

5.2 (7%) Sketch the sequence network connection for this line-to-line fault. 

IA A 

Symmetrical Components: 

IB B I VA 
zero-sequence : Zo, lo} Va 

positive-sequence: Z+, I+} V+ 

Zel I negative-sequence: Z, L, V. 

Ie 

IVB 

Clv, 
~ 

Fig. 5 

6 Transmission Lines: Steady-State Operation 

A three-phase, 60-Hz, completely transposed 345-kV, 170-km line has two 795,000-cmil (403 
2 mm ) 26/2 ACSR conductors per bundle and the following positiv~-sequence line specific 

constants: z' =0.017 + jO.223 O/km,y' j3.7 x 10,6 S/km. Full load at the receiving end of the 

line is 750 MW at 0.98 pJ. lagging and at 91% of rated voltage. Assuming a medium-length 

line, determine the following: 

6.1 	 (7%) ABeD parameters of the nominal 1C circuit. 

6.2 (8%) Sending-end voltage Vs, current Is, and real power Ps. 

-..0::-",-_ 
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1. Reduce the system shown in Figure 1. to a single transfer function, T(s)=C(s)/R(s) 
(15%) 

\"1(3)..1 a,b) 1"2($) tt 'h,(s) 

Y6(S) 

+ 
Y4{S) + 
~ ~(s) I qiJI .. 

w,' I H)(s) 

Figure 1. 

2. 	 Find the transfer function G(s) = Vo(s)IV;(s) , for the circuit given in Figure 2 
(15%) 

R2= C2= 
220 k!l 0.1 pFc)= 

5.6pF 

Vl(t) 
VQ(t) 

R1= 
360k!l 

Vj(t) 

Figure 2 

3. 	 Find the state space representation of the electrical network shown in- Figure 3. 
The output is Vo (t). (10%) 

- [Vel]
X= iL , Ve2 =Vo 

Ve2 

C1 	 R 

+ 
C2 :;:;::::- vo(t)Vi(t) ( ~ 

Figure 3 
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4. Linearize the equation for small excursions about x = 1!14(10%) 

d 2x dx . 
-+2-+cosx=0 
dt 2 dt 

5. Plot the root locus ofthe characteristic equation 1 + G(s)D(s) =0 where 

62G(s) = (s +0.1i -t:- _ 
S2 [(s +0.1)2 + 6.62J 

is in a unity feedback structure with the controller transfer function (25%) 

D(s)=K s+1 
s+12 

6. Suppose you have a pendulum with frequency Wo and a state-space description 

given by 

[::J=[-~ m::H~} 
Find the control law that places the closed-loop poles of the system so !hat they are 

both at -2wo and compute the estimation matrix that will·place both the es~imation 
error poles at -10wo' (25%) 

• 
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1 2 -3 4. 

-4 2 1 3 


1. Let A=I 
3 0 0 -3 

-1 -2 1 -1 ... 
(a) (8%) Find the determinant ofA 

(b) (8%) Compute the rank ofA 

2. Let the set of vectors {vI' V2' V3} be linearly independent. Determine whether the following 

sets ofvectors are linearly dependent or independent. 

(a) (8%) {VI +V2~ v 2+v3, V3 +vl } 

(b) (8%) {vI - V 2' V 2 - V 3' V 3 - VI} 

o 3]
3. (18%) Compute the eigenvalues and associated eigenvectors of A = o -1 .[I 

1 3 

4. (4%) Write down a3x3matrixA so that if the vector v = (x,y, z) in R3 is multiplied by A, the x 

and y coordinates of v are unchanged, but the z coordinate becomes zero. 

5. (10%) Find a unit vector orthogonal to u =4i - 6j +k and v = 2i + j - 3k. 

6. Consider a (1,-1,0,0), b = (0,1,-1,0), and c = (0, 0, 1,-1). 

(a) (8%) Find the orthonormal vectors A, B, C by Gram-Schmidt operations from a, b, and c. 

(b) (8%) Show that {A, B, C} and {a, b, c} are bases for the space of vectors perpendicular to 

d= (1,1, 1, 1). 

7. (8%) Given A = [-:2 r] and b =[!lfind the projection of b onto the column space ofA by 

solving AT Ax =ATb and p =Ax. 

8. (12%) Find the least squares parabola for the d,ata points {(1, 2), (2, 5), (3, 7), (4, I)}. 
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1. 	 Two diodes with identical reverse saturation currents of Is are placed in series as shown in Fig. 1. 

Calculate IB,·VDl, and Vm in terms of VB and Is. (10%) 


Ic 


=I=IB1 

B2IB + VD1 - + VD2  ~","-C I 
B3 

VB rSi? IB4 
VCE 

Figure 1 	 Figure 2 

2. 	 Figure 2 shows the output characteristics of a bipolar junction transistor. The load line is 

inserted with four operating points A, B, C and D with different base currents. Answer the 

following questions and explain why. 

(a) Which operating point leads to the largest transconductance, gm? (5%) 

(b) Which operating point leads to the largest output resistance, ro? (5%) 

3. 	 The bipolar pnp amplifier is depicted in Fig. 3. Assume ro < 00. 

(a) Draw the small signal equivalent circuit diagram. (5%) 

(b) Compute the output impedance. (5%) 

(c) Calculate the voltage gain. (5%) 

I'-+-oVout 	 Rs RF 

Vin ':>--+-0 VoutVin 

Figure 3 	 Figure 4 

4. Answer the questions below for the Op-Amp-based circuitry shown in FigA. 

(a) Which type is this amplifier? (5%) 

(b) If the gain ofOp-Amp, Ao, is infinite, calculate the voltage gain, voutfv;n. (5%) 

(c) If the gain of Op-Amp, Ao, is finite, calculate the voltage gain, voutfv;n. (5%) 
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5. 	 For the MOS cascode amplifier illustrated in Fig. 5, we assume that the transistors are 

symmetric, i.e., M], M3, M5 and M7 are identical to M2, M4, M6 and Ms, respectively. Two 

equal resistors, RI and R2, appear across the source and drain of M5 and M6 due to the non-ideal 

IC process. Assume A.:r=O and all the MOS transistors operate in saturation region. 

(a) Draw the equivalent half circuit. (5%) 

(b) Calculate the output resistance. (5%) 

(c) Calculate the differential voltage gain. (5%) 


(Note : All the small signal parameters of MOS transistors are added with' suffix equal to the 


number of their corresponding transistor. For example, the transconductance and output 


resistance of MJ are written as gmJ and rOI.) 


VbJ-1 	 ~VbJ 

Vb1-1 	 ~Vbl 

Vin+-1 	 ~Vin-

Vin 

Figure 5 

6. 	 For the amplifier shown in Fig. 6, the MOS transistor, MI , operates in saturation region. 

Assume A.:r=O. 

(a) Draw the small signal equivalent circuit diagram of this amplifier with all parasitic 

capacitances. (5%) 

(b) Calculate the mid-band voltage gain, Vou/Vin. (5%) 

(c) Use Miller's theorem to estimate the input and output poles with all parasitic capacitances. 

(10%) 

7. 	 The current mirror shown in Fig. 7 uses two NMOS transistors to determine the output current. 

The parameters of the transistors are VTH = O.4V, IlnCox= 20)lNV2 and A = O. Let VDD be 2V. 
The aspect ratio (WIL) ofMI, M2 and M3 are 4, 6 and 1, respectively. Neglect the body effect. 

(a) Calculate lOUT, lREF, Vasl and Vas3. (10%) 

(b) What is the largest value ofRD such that M2 still works in the saturation region? (5%) 

Figure 6 	 Figure 7 
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1. 	 Given x[n] (as shown) (20%) x[n] 
4 

3
(a) 	 Plot x[-n] 
(b) 	 Plot x[n+2] 2
(c) 	 Plot x[3-n] 
(d) 	 Plot x[2n-l] I 	I I 

1 

I 
~ 	 iii 

0 	 1 2 3 n 

2. 	 Given two systems S 1 and S2, (20%) 
SI: yl[n]= x[n+l] + 2x[n] and 
S2: y2[n]= 3x[n] + 5x[n-2] 
(a) Find Impulse Response hl[n] and h2[n] ofSI and S2. 
(b) Is SI and S2 stable? Causal? LTl? 
(c) Let S be the series connection o[SI and S2, what is the impulse response ofS? 
(d) Let S be the .parallel connection of S 1 and S2, what is the impulse response ofS? 

3. Draw block diagram for implementation ofthe following LCCDE (10%) 
5y[n] +2y[n -1] - 3y[n - 3] =2x[n] +4x[n - 2] 

4. 	 A continuous time signal x(t) is sampled at sampling frequency Fs Hz for 1 second, 
(a) How many points (N) of discrete samples x[n] are obtained in total? (5%) 
(b) What is the frequency resolution of the N-points DFT computed using the N points 
x[n]? Explain your answer. (5%) 
(Hints: N-points DFT (Discrete Fourier Transform) of discrete signal x[n] is defined 

N-I .2;r kn 
asX[k] = L x[n]e -'"N for k=O,l,..,N-I, where N is the total number ofsamples used 

n=O 

in computing D FT.) 

5. The impulse response of a LTl system is 
h(t) = e-a1u(t), a> 0 

And the input signal is: 
x(t) = e -blu(t), b > 0 

Please find the response yet) = h(t) ® x(t) (20%) (® : Convolution) 

6. The frequency spectrum of a signal x(t) is from 10K Hz to 20K Hz, 
(a) What is the minimal sampling frequency to sample x(t) into discrete time signal x[n] 

without aliasing? Give your reason. (10%) (Note that there is no signal in the spectrum 
range from 0 to 10KHZ.) 

(b) Under ideal conditions, how to reconstruct x(t) ? Give your reason.(10%) 
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